NASA Landsat Exhibit Return Form  
Please retain this form for return to NASA Landsat Education and Public Outreach

1. Your name: ____________________________________

2. Your institution’s name: ____________________________

3. Date exhibit was removed from floor: ________________

4. Date exhibit was shipped back to NASA: ______________

5. Total length of time exhibit remained on floor and available to the public:
   □ Less than one month
   □ One month
   □ Two months
   □ Three months
   □ Three to six months
   □ Six to nine months
   □ Nine to twelve months

6. Did you encounter any problems in tearing down and repacking the exhibit?
   □ Yes
   □ No

7. If so, what problems did you encounter?
   □ Tear-down or repackaging instructions were unclear or incorrect
   □ Exhibit components did not fit easily into shipping container
   □ Cords and/or tethers tangled or tore
   □ Other:______________________________________________

8. Did you notice any damage (cosmetic or functional) to the exhibit as you were preparing to return it to NASA?
   □ No, I did not notice any damage
   □ Missing or damaged puck/tether
   □ Damaged television/computer cable(s)
   □ Light cosmetic damage on exhibit body and legs
   □ Light cosmetic damage on television screen
   □ Severe damage on exhibit body and legs (e.g., cracks or large dents)
   □ Severe damage on television screen (e.g., shattered or non-functional display)
   □ Other:______________________________________________

9. If you did notice any damage during exhibit removal, please describe it in more detail here:
   ____________________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________________

Prepared by the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry  
Evaluation and Visitor Studies Division